
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of consumer insight
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for consumer insight manager

The Manager for TNT will work closely with a team of strategic research &
insights professionals who partner closely with the network on program
acquisitions and scheduling, forecasting estimates, pilot testing, audience
insights, industry trends, marketing strategies, and more
In addition to the Research team, you'll have the opportunity to work closely
with programming, scheduling, acquisitions, consumer marketing, and
strategic planning divisions
This position is based in Atlanta, GA and requires 5% travel
You'll be joining a team of hands-on researchers for the full research & insight
lifecycle for TNT's full schedule original series (pilot testing / series
development, title exploration, scheduling strategy, performance estimation,
marketing strategy development, creative testing, performance analyses,
storyline development / viewer panel surveys, continuity, renewal,
acquisition, and fan engagement)
This team utilizes a blend of consumption / audience data primary research
studies (both quant and qual)
Additional responsibilities to include optimizing rate card and selling title
management
Regularly develop and optimize estimates for series and movie acquisitions,
typically 3 or more years into the future
Use of advanced analytical tools to create target audiences for original series

Example of Consumer Insight Manager Job
Description
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Custom testing of series programming, positioning statements, promos, and
titles
Creating and overseeing network and series dashboards to communicate
performance company-wide

Qualifications for consumer insight manager

Proven visible impact on business results
Bachelor degree in Marketing, Business Administration or related field,
Master’s degree preferred
At least 4 years of successful experience in Market Research (including at
least 2 years working for a consumer goods company) and a strong interest/
sensitivity to marketing, including communication, innovation, and consumer
insights
Expertise in both qualitative and quantitative consumer methodologies
Excellent written and verbal communication skills, with ability to translate
multiple data sources into actionable insights
Ability to work with and through others is essential to accomplish goals and
objectives of the Company


